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4.1

CSCI 331:  Operating Systems
Midterm #1 -- closed book section

The entire exam is to be turned in at 8:30PM.  Work the closed book section first and turn it in before
you consult your books and notes to work on the open book section.  For the closed book section,
write your answers on the exam itself.

There are twenty questions.  Each is worth two and one half (2.5) points.  Choose the most
appropriate phrase for terminating each sentence.  Circle your choice.

Name: 

The command for compiling a C program is The number of system calls in Ultrix is
A: make.
B: c.
C: cc.
D: compile.

The code of the C compiler is executed in:
A:  monitor mode.
B:  modify mode.
C:  user mode.
D:  kernel mode.

The Unix operating system was originally
developed at

A: AT&T's Bell Labs.
B: Digital Equipment Corporation.
C: International Business Machines.
D: University of California at Berkeley. D: the open system call.

When you type the command ``ls | more'', the New programs are loaded with
shell creates two processes joined by

A: connected sockets.
B: a parent-child relationship.
C: a pipe.
D: a temporary file.

The top of the Unix file hierarchy is
A: the boot directory.
B: the root directory.
C: the working directory.
D: the superuser directory.

approximately
A: 10.
B: 100.
C: 1000.
D: 10000.

Local variables of C procedures are stored
A: in the data segment.
B: in the stack segment.
C: in the user area.
D: in the proc table.

Processes are created by
A: the execve system call.
B: the fork system call.
C: the spawn system call.

A: the execve system call.
B: the fork system call.
C: the spawn system call.
D: the open system call.

Files are opened with
A: the execve system call.
B: the fork system call.
C: the spawn system call.
D: the open system call.
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Devices gain the ``attention'' of the operating In system calls, an open file is identified by
system by issuing A: a file description.

A: signals. B: the file's pathname.
B: stop I/O instructions. C: a pointer to the I/O buffer.
C: system calls. D: a data control block.
D: interrupts.

The part of the kernel that handles the tape A: creating a new process.
drive is called a

A: I/O processor.
B: I/O co-processor.
C: device driver.
D: device module.

In Unix, processes create directories with
A: the mkdir command. B: its group id.
B: the mkdir system call.
C: the mkdir library routine.
D: the mkdir process.

If a process is inactive for a very long time, it
may be

A: purged.
B: swapped to tape.
C: swapped to disk.
D: lazy.

In order to restart a process after a system call,
the kernel must save the process' B: ``/usr/users/..''.

A: context.
B: text.
C: data.
D: stack.

A process initiates a system call by

B: executing a hardware trap instruction.
C: sending a signal to the kernel.
D: modifying the mode bits.

Most often, the ``power'' of a Unix process is
derived from

A: its parent process.

C: its user id.
D: its process id.

A Unix process can be larger than physical
memory because Unix supports

A: time sharing.
B: dynamic stacks.
C: real memory.
D: virtual memory.

The directory ``/usr/users'' is also
A: ``/usr/users/.''.

C: ``/USR/USERS''.
D: ``/users/usr''.


